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‘Making a difference’ – the next chapter



Your views are really important to us and the feedback 
gathered will shape what we are calling the new Corporate 
Strategy ‘Making a difference – the next chapter’.

We invite you to comment on a range of short questions 
and statements in this document and share any other 
views on what you think we should consider within our 
future plans. Please feel free to add as many comments 
as you wish.

It goes without saying that in light of the significant 
challenges experienced over the last 18 months, our 
immediate focus will be on the recovery and reset of 
services to deliver treatment and care to our patients 
following the COVID pandemic.  However, in time we 
will want to progress our other responsibilities as one of 
the largest employers in South Yorkshire and a 
significant contributor both to the wider NHS, the 
economy more broadly and society as a whole.

Please do take a moment to share your views as we 
want to ensure the direction of travel we take for the 
next five years reflects the combined thoughts of our 
staff, patients, local communities and partners. You 
can either fill in the online survey 
by scanning the QR code or use 
this leaflet to give your views and 
return it to us at the address at the 
end of the questions.

Thank you for taking the time to share your views.

We are embarking on the development of a new Corporate 
Strategy, which will set the strategic direction for Sheffield 
Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust for the next 5 years.

Kirsten Major 
Chief Executive

‘Making a di�erence’
the next chapter



Our Vision is:
To be recognised as a brilliant place to work, the best provider of health care, clinical research and education in the UK and a strong 
contributor to the aspiration of Sheffield to be a vibrant and healthy city region.

Our Mission is:
We are here to improve health and wellbeing, to support people to keep mentally and physically well, to get better when they are ill and 
when they cannot fully recover, to stay as well as they can to the end of their lives.  We aim to work at the limits of science – bringing the 
highest levels of human knowledge and skill to save lives and improve health.  We touch lives at times of basic human need, when our care 
and compassion are what matter most to people.

Do you think we should add ‘Creating Sustainable Healthcare’ as one of our key aims given, we want 
to further progress plans to become carbon free, and embed a Green Plan through all our activities?

Do you think the Trust’s vision, mission and aims are still relevant?

Comments  Yes  No

Comments  Yes  No

Do you think each of our five key strategic aims are still appropriate?

Deliver the best clinical outcomes                          Yes  No

Comments  

Yes  No

Comments  

Yes  No

Comments  

Yes  No

Comments  

Yes  No

Comments  

Provide patient centred services   

Employ caring and cared for staff   

Spend public money wisely 

Deliver excellent research, education and innovation  

✁



Comments  Yes  No

Comments  Yes  No

Comments  Yes  No

Comments  Yes  No

Do you agree that we should build on our commitment to partnership working to develop efficient and 
effective health services?

Please feel free to write any additional comments you may have on an additional piece of paper.

Should we develop our role as an Anchor Institution with a focus on improving the health and 
wellbeing of the communities we serve and work with partners to reduce health inequalities?

Do you agree that we should continue to invest in making our organisation a ‘Brilliant place to work’ for our 
existing staff and a first choice for those seeking a career in the NHS?

Do you agree we should ensure our organisation recognises and celebrates diversity across our 
staff, patients and local communities and that our services and behaviours reflect that.

Name:

Email: Tel:

Relationship to Trust:                  

Staff  
Patient         
Governor

Would you like to receive a copy of the final strategy when published? Yes  No

Trust member
Public
Healthcare partner

Education partner
Industry partner
Business partner

Voluntary organisation partner
Other

If you would like more information please contact: sth.makingadifference@nhs.net
You can access our existing corporate strategy by visiting www.sth.nhs.uk/futureplans
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Paul Buckley
Making a Difference 
Strategy and Planning Dept
Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
Clocktower
Northern General Hospital
Sheffield
 S5 7AT


